This ECT (Emissions Comparison Test) Estimated Savings comparison is part of a 27 page extensive study report
generated by order of the customer (a small LTL transportation firm in Idaho). At the end of the first year of DG78 Magic
use, the customer did report their treated vehicles' fuel savings and maintenance reduction costs exceeded the
expectations set by this study's projections.

ESTIMATED MONTHLY and ANNUAL FUEL SAVINGS

(Updated February 17, 2012)

The attached information is included as an estimate only and is utilized to establish the magnitude of cost
savings derived through the use of the DG78 MAGIC Fuel Catalyst. All numbers are estimates and should
not be considered absolute values.

Estimated: ECT
Emissions Comparison Estimate Only!
Monthly Fuel Consumption:
Monthly Fuel Costs ($3.99/gal.):
Improvement in Fuel Efficiency:
Monthly Gross Fuel Savings:

20,000 gallons
$79,800.00
8.7%
$6,942.60

Estimated Gross Annual Savings Based On
240,000 Gallons of Diesel Fuel Consumed:

$83,311.20

Using the fuel savings data produced from the Emissions Comparison test procedure, the
results show that [Undisclosed Small Trucking Firm] could potentially reduce annual fuel
consumption costs by a minimum of $83,311.20. Other cost reducing factors that will
enhance the use of DG78 MAGIC fuel catalyst include reduced repairs due to carbon
related failures; extended oil change intervals as experienced by other DG78 MAGIC fuel
catalyst customers; reduced fuel system repairs with the additional fuel system lubricant
contained in the catalyst; and, increased engine life. These factors and many more are the
reason that so many companies are opting to implement DG78 MAGIC fuel catalyst as
part of their preventive maintenance program.
Other benefits in using DG78 MAGIC fuel catalyst are as follows:
Demulsifier:
Biocide:
Polymerization Retardant:
Dispersant:
Lubricant:
Detergent:
Corrosion Inhibitor:
Metal Deactivator:
Fuel Stabilizer:

[Small Trucking Firm] Final Report

Removes water from fuel
Helps control bacterial growth in fuel
Helps prevent the formation of solids in fuel
Helps to eliminate existing solids in fuel
Lubricates the fuel system (fuel pump and injectors).
Cleans the fuel pump and injectors.
Protects against fuel tank corrosion.
Prevents catalytic oxidation
Extends life of fuel for 40 years
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